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Enhancing Land Supply
It is obvious that this so called public consultation is deeply flawed, with
particular regard to reclamation.
The ‘consultation’ is still at Stage 1, quote ‘we are particular interested in
knowing public views on the following: Option of increasing land supply
through reclamation outside Victoria Harbour’. Stage 1 should therefore be
to gauge public sentiment with regard to the possibility of reclamation. How
then can a site selection criteria be introduced at this stage?
Having attended a focus group and a public forum it is quite clear that this is
not a consultation on what the public wants but rather an exercise to
convince the public that reclamation is inevitable and the only solution to
increasing land supply. Both the government representatives and the
professional institution and academic bodies involved have talked
enthusiastically abut the benefits of reclamation.
However this enthusiasm has not been shared by the public attending the
forums, except for those attendees with vested interests, usually in the
engineering and architectural fields. It is evident that the public has major
concerns about reclamation and time and again questioned the population
growth quoted and why the other options are not being explored.
Population growth: The government has failed time and again to produce
realistic and credible population growth figures. The attached article by Jake
van der Kamp explains this much better than I can.
Developers Landbanks: For example according to Henderson Land’s
website its ‘total land bank in Hong Kong amounts to approximately 21.2
million sq.ft. in total attributable gross floor area as of 30 June 2011.
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We also hold around 41.4 million sq.ft. of agricultural land spread widely
over various districts in the New Territories. This is the largest agricultural
land bank among all property developers in Hong Kong and it provides an
important and integral source of developable sites for the Group's ongoing
project development portfolio’.
As of June 2011 Sun Hung Kai ‘owns over 26 million sq.ft. of agricultural
land (site area) in the New Territories, primarily along rail lines, the majority
of which is in the process of land use conversion’.
The other major developers all have considerable land holdings. If land is in
such short supply then the administration should be adopting both
administrative and fiscal measures to encourage the developers to put these
land banks to use.
Rezoning: The government continues to insist that rezoning is difficult and
expensive. With abundant reserves, annual budget surpluses and the Capital
Works Fund, we have the funds to handle any financial issues and to pay for
the expertise required in resolving related issues with regard to rezoning
both industrial and agricultural land. Any additional expenditure would be
more than recouped by the fact that many of the sites that should be rezoned
are already served by transport and other infrastructure. Reclamation on the
other hand is virgin land that requires the addition of all essential services.
The argument that reclamation is the cheaper option does not include the
huge costs of providing these services.
Unsold/Empty units: If there is indeed urgent need for additional housing
the administration should introduce administrative measures to encourage
developers and speculators to release these units onto the market. Recent
data shows there are around 250,000 apartments uninhabited. Empty flats
create zero employment opportunities for the district level economy.
Global Warming: The ‘consultation’ emphasises a number of benefits to
be gained from reclamation but ignores the negative aspects. The world is
now entering a phase of unprecedented natural and man made environmental
disasters. Dumping contaminated sediment and unstable landfill on our
shore line could lead to disaster if, as many experts warn, global warming
causes sea levels to rise dramatically.
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For example in 2007 it was reported that Yingchun Liu of the Graduate
University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing developed a
computer model with David Yuen, Department of Geology at the University
of Minnesota in Minneapolis. They identified the sites where major quakes
were most likely, then modelled how the tsunamis they produced would
spread and their heights as they reached major cities. Finally, they factored
in the tsunami risks of all possible large quakes for each location.
They found that all coastal regions, stretching north from Macau and Hong
Kong to beyond Shantou have about a 1-in-10 chance of being struck by a
tsumani within 100 years (Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors, vol
163, p 233).
It is therefore hardly prudent to plan on building new towns on reclaimed
land on the coast line without extensive investigation into the possibilities of
inundation.
It is very obvious that the government is taking the easy option that is,
coincidentally, also in line with the interests of the large property developers
and construction companies.
We want solutions not excuses.

